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Hold on
What you talkin' 'bout?

Wait a minute
Oh no, no no, oh no, no no, oh no, no no, hold on

Oh no, no no, oh no, no no, what you talkin' 'bout?Girl
I think you're beautiful baby, now don't you agree?

I know this ain't pretty but there's someone out there for me
Now keep this a secret, I know that you got mysteries

But I want you blindfolded and handcuffed into the damn seats
What a freak, freak in me

Why don't you see what we can be
Mink on the pillows, mink on the sheets

[?] from the back until we get into the sink
The only color I wanna see is pink
The only color I wanna see is pink

And baby if you try we can do that nasty freaky gushy stuff
You know them other girls ain't good enough

And you know them other girls ain't hood enough
I wanna tug on your cornrows, tug on your braids

And I shaved my side, you can rub on my face
So fuck the whole world, we can do this for days

Biting and choking like this Shades Of Grey
And when we are done we try to go away
Trapped in our world, we decided to stay

Let's do something we haven't done before
There's a whole world we have yet to explore

Let's get ugly
Let's get ugly

Let's get
So ugly, so ugly

So ugly, so uglyLet's try to remedy the pain and heartache we face from a world insane
Nose is [?], lips is too fat

Stroke the vulva, I'll cum, true fact
They can't handle it, I can handle it

To build up a fam would you help [?]
Grass gettin' scandalous from the manless

Binding us in this bed
Tie me up and buy me

Protect me from the slave of man
He's up in my mind you see
Trying to do the best he can

Just throw me on the bed and remind me
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Of all of the things I am
Let's do something we haven't done before

There's a whole world we have yet to explore
Let's get ugly
Let's get ugly

Let's getI need it, I want it
I gotta have it, now go'n, give it to me

I need it, I want it
I gotta have it, now go'n, give it to me

I need it, I want it
I gotta have it, now go'n, give it to me

I need it, I want it
I gotta have it, now go'n, give it to me
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